
What is shared cost of premiums? 
 
 
There is a cost charged to cover persons with health insurance. This cost is known as the 
premium. Many times this premium is shared. In other words, the employee pays a portion of the 
premium, and the employer pays a portion of the premium.  
  
In the South Georgia Conference, we do not share premium costs. The local church pays 100% 
of the cost of the clergy person’s health insurance. The clergy person pays 100% of the cost of 
any spouse or family insurance. 
  
At the 2002 Annual Conference Session, the Conference voted to stop sharing the premium cost 
when we went to mandatory health insurance for appointed clergy. The rationale behind this was 
that if the conference was requiring clergy to be on the Conference health insurance then clergy 
should not be required to pay the cost.  
  
At the same time, we do not share costs for spouse or family insurance coverage. Clergy were 
and are free to seek insurance elsewhere for their spouse and family. Of course, not all clergy 
need family coverage. For example, many have coverage through their spouse’s insurance. 
Furthermore, not all clergy are married or have children at home.  
  
Several factors were behind this decision. The Conference did not want to charge churches for 
family coverage if their current pastor did not need the additional coverage. They also did not 
want the cost of such coverage to be an appointment factor. If there were varying levels of 
coverage, a church could ask for a pastor with no children because they could not afford the 
family insurance premium or they would have to lower the salary in order to pay for the 
insurance. 
  
Family health insurance is a national issue, not just for our clergy in South Georgia.  Many of our 
lay persons face the same situation. I know of many lay and clergy families in which the spouse 
goes to work specifically to provide health insurance for the family. This decision about whether 
or not the spouse works outside of the home is a family decision, not an employer decision, and 
is one that involves many factors, including the family finances. 
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